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Hydrogen Research at PSI
Hydrogen is exceptionally versatile,
both in its manufacture, as well
as in its applications. Hydrogen technology research and development is
accordingly multi-faceted and diverse.
PSI emphasizes solar und nuclear
processes, as well as innovative fuel
cell technology.

The new Two-Liter HY-LIGHT Auto
PSI first participated in the development of a
fuel cell automobile in 2002. It showed that
it was possible to combine a polymer electrolyte fuel cell (PEFC) providing power with
super-capacitors (SuperCaps) to cover peak
loads. PSI has now combined with the Michelin research center to produce the HY-LIGHT
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vehicle weighing only 850 kg. Through a
coordinated design of body and drive components the vehicle weight has been reduced by
more than half, compared to its predecessor.
In comparison to an internal combustion
motor, the fuel cell requires about twice as
much room for the same power. This disadvantage has been addressed by an optimal
separation and placement of the various

The HY-LIGHT:
The fuel cell of the
HY-LIGHT is simultaneously fed with
hydrogen and
compressed oxygen
instead of air. This
makes the car
extemely efficient,
along with the Supercaps and two compact electric motors
in the front wheels.
An electronic suspension system provides
a high level of driving
comfort.

components throughout the vehicle, thanks
to the electrical power system.
The fuel cell power was consciously made
low (30 kW, or 41 HP) to keep the volume
required for the fuel cell and the associated
components small. The slow acceleration
that would result from the low fuel cell power is compensated for by the addition of high
power Super Capacitors. They raise the available drive motor power for short periods, and
guarantee an acceleration of 0 to 100 km/h in
less than 12 seconds. In addition, the SuperCaps recapture braking energy and so contribute to reducing the energy needed, particularly in city driving. The pressurized
hydrogen tank was also integrated in the
vehicle structure so that it does not intrude
on the interior space. The HY-LIGHT has a
driving range of 400 km at a speed of
80 km/h, and an energy efficiency equivalent
to 2 liters of gasoline per 100 km.

Power in a Suitcase
The trend to ever more mobility also demands clean, efficient and safe energy sources when there is no electric outlet within
reach, e.g. for electric boats, camping equipment and refrigerators, or for electric tools
like lawnmowers or vacuum cleaners.
Small polymer electrolyte fuel cell (PEFC)
systems offer the independence of a mobile
source of electricity in the power range from
10 W to a few kW. They offer several advantages compared to more usual power sources
of similar sizes like batteries or motor-driven

Power Pac: Depending on the power required,
the fuel cell system delivers electricity for 3 to
10 hours of independent ser vice.

generators. Fuel cell systems are more quickly recharged (refueled) and hold more energy
than batteries, and they are quieter than generators with no poisonous exhaust.
In cooperation with ETH and industrial
partners, PSI has developed the Power Pac, a
portable generator prototype using fuel cell
technology. The innovative and patented internal humidification of the fuel cell stack
makes the device simpler, a new seal design
reduces stack costs and the advanced control
system makes the device dynamic and userfriendly. At a power of 1 kW the device
achieves an efficiency of 38% and delivers
electricity for 3 to 10 hours of service.
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Hydrogen from 5000 Suns
One research emphasis at PSI is hydrogen
production in a solar furnace using a closed
chemical cycle (see Energie-Spiegel 5). In this
cycle, zinc oxide is separated into zinc and
oxygen at a temperature of about 2000 °C
using the power of sunlight that is concentrated by a factor of up to 5000. In a second
step, the zinc (after storage or transport, as
needed) reacts with steam to form hydrogen
and zinc oxide. The zinc oxide can then be
returned to the solar reactor for reuse.

Process for Producing Solar Hydrogen
In the carbothermic zinc-zinc oxide cycle, the addition of coal or
coke supports the reduction of the zinc oxide and allows the
operating temperature of the solar reactor to be reduced to
about 1200 °C. The zinc is separated from the gas produced,
and used to produce hydrogen as in the purely solar process.
Fossil fuels can also be thermally decomposed ("cracked")
with concentrated solar radiation, or combined with steam to
produce hydrogen (reformation/gasification of coal, oil or natural
gas). Here the fossil fuels serve solely as a source of hydrogen
and other gases that react with steam to form hydrogen at about
1200 °C.
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PSI and the ETH Zurich also do research
on related hybrid processes where fossil fuels
are refined through the use of solar energy.
These processes raise the energy content of
the fossil fuels by a factor of 2 to 2.5. They
therefore reduce CO2 emissions correspondingly by a factor of almost one half, and also
help to extend scarce fossil resources.
The development of these hybrid processes is the most advanced: a first pilot installation is currently entering service at a solar
research center in Israel within the framework of an EU project. The core of this project,
the carbothermic reduction of zinc oxide in
the solar reactor, comes from PSI.

Hydrogen from Nuclear Power
Some future nuclear reactor designs are suitable for the mass production of hydrogen,
using energy-intensive thermochemistry.
Based on their very high operating temperatures (minimum 1000 °C), they can achieve
high energy efficiencies and therefore attractive reactor economics. Electrical power can
be generated in a safe way, and at the same
time the heat from the reactor can be used for
industrial processes like hydrogen production. With such optimal energy utilization,
such plants can make a valuable contribution
to a future, sustainable energy system.
Ten industrial nations, including Switzerland as well as the European Union
(EURATOM), have recognized this potential
and formed a multi-national research initiative called Generation IV to develop such
advanced plants for the cogeneration of heat
and power.
PSI participates in Generation IV with
research on high temperature materials for
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very high temperature reactor applications.
Intermetallic interfaces and various forms of
particle or fiber-reinforced materials are investigated. The work concentrates on under-

CO2-free Hydrogen Production
with Nuclear Energy
The process heat from a high temperature reactor can split water into
hydrogen and oxygen, using the two intermediate substances of sulfuric acid
and iodine at higher (900 °C) and lower
(400 °C) temperatures. This environmentally friendly, chemical process
with two closed cycles produces low
temperature heat (100 °C) as its only
"waste."

standing and modeling the changes in material properties under the conditions of intense
neutron radiation, high temperatures and
the presence of impure helium.
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